
DROPSHIP:    UNITED PEACE FORCE –
OVERVIEW AND KEY FEATURES

Summary:
Deploy and destroy using the cutting edge Dropship technology to reinforce peace
in world-wide hotspots.    Load your Dropship with deadly combat vehicles and fly,
drive and shoot your way through a massive enemy-infested photo-realistic terrain.
Your decisions affect the outcome as your wingmen and ground forces rely on your
guidance and support.    Reveal a tale of military might and political intrigue as you
and your co-pilot take out tactical targets to cripple enemy strongholds.    

Background:
Dateline 2050 and the world is increasingly gripped by escalating levels of conflict
and political instability.

Both the United Nations and Nato have become increasingly ineffective in dealing
with these outbreaks of hostility. As a result the International Heads of Government
disbanded both of these organisations and created a new unified international army
– The United Peacekeeping Force (UPF), tasked with identifying and eliminating any
hostile threat anywhere in the world.

You start the game as a new recruit to the Dropship squadron of the UPF. After your
initial training period is completed you will be thrown into the heat of battle….

Storyline Overview
A new power has come to the fore in China.    Although NOT democratically elected
this new regime seems to be complying to all international law and therefore the
United Peace Force (UPF)  remains more concerned with trouble-spots  in  Sahara,
Colombia and Kazakhstan.    However over the course of the game you learn through
your wingman and co-pilot (events unfold in FMV) that this new regime is squashing
all  resistance with brutal  force and worse still,  attempting to build a new super
technology that will  render the UPF's attempts to create world peace - obsolete.
The player  must  play through missions to uncover  this  storyline and eventually
attack the headquarters of the sinister regime, taking out the super-technology and
galvanising prospects for world peace.    



Key Features

 "Deploy  and  destroy"  gameplay  using  cutting  edge  Dropship  technology  to
reinforce peace in conflict hotspots around the world

 Stunning 3D photo-realistic environments including the mountains of Colombia
and the coastline of China: each area map has a playable area of 40km x 40km
and a draw distance to the horizon.    

 Variety  of  high-technology  air  and  ground  combat  craft  to  control,  including
escort  fighters,  recon  planes,  battle  tanks,  armoured assault  vehicles  and of
course the Dropship.    

 Innovative mission structure with tactical decision-making: land too close to the
enemy and suffer the consequences!

 Unravel  a  plot  of  political  intrigue as you take out tactical  targets  to  cripple
enemy strongholds.
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